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CHAPTE!R I 
11No one can understand nature fully nor miss it wholly; 
but as each contributes his part there arises a structure that 
has a certain grandeur.n 
Aristotle 
Introduction 
Paradoxical as it may appear, the very factor that rendered 
ether scientists and philosophers prone to view the young science 
-----·· ~··. . 
.... --·-·· 
of psychology with skepticism, has also injected vitality and stimulated 
its rapid and tremendous growth. Resultant from the ride and 
diversified application of the total field of psychology, the ear~ 
developmental years ·were beset with the creation or founding of many 
"schools", each claiming to have chosen the onlY valid approach to 
the study of human behavior, the method sine qua non. The intense 
''warring" of these schools invariably gave rise to the belief that 
the science. of psych0logy was an uncertain one unlike~ ever to achieve 
the kind of unity or solidity so essential to acceptance by the society 
of sciences .• 
From these schools, such as Gestalt Psychology, Functionalis~ 
Behaviorism, etc., has come a plethora of research unequaled perhaps 
by any science in a comparable period. Adherents of each group, 
llbile observing different aspects of behavior and a:pplying different 
methods of study, shared one primary objective--the progress and 
growth of psycholQgy. In time this affinity of purpose has rendered 
1: 
possible the near elimination o:f the need :for "schoolsTI as well as 
a great stride in the direction o:f unifying the science. 
Perhaps the most striking illustration ef the gradual maturation 
of psychology into the-:full status of a science can be seen by an 
appraisal of the divergent and controversial views held b.r learning 
theorists. Slowly but steadily we :find theorists coming closer to-
gether regarding points of difference and it would appear reasonable 
to envision within the :ferseeable fUture the emergence o:f a single 
unified theory- of learning. Future texts .on learning theory will 
deal net so muc&- with ·specific theories-- but with differential IOOthods 
for observing learning phenomena. 
Th~-Major Differentiating Features 
of S-R and s-s Learning Theories 
While recognizing the fact that there presently exists fiTe major 
theories of leanU.ng,- i:t.is.felt-that-for the purpose of considering 
the contreversial issues, from a theoretical rather than a methodological 
basis, all can be ·subsumed unde-r either a stimulus-response or a 
sign-significate category. y 
Osgood . has listed the .following as the most significant issues 
of controversy ameng contemporary learning theorists: 1.. The necessity 
of reini'oreement fGr lec:u-:rrlng. 2. The: nature of secon<iary reinforcement. 
3. Is_ there more than one type of learni.ng? 4.. The nature of 
yc. E. Osgood; Method and The~ in -t;erimental Prcholo_a, 
OrlQrd University Press, New Yor , !9 3, PP• "456=45 
discrimination learning •. These problems have arisen as a: result 
of the divergent positions taken by Hull and his followers, which 
we are considering tinder the Stimulus-Response group (S-R) and 
the Sign-Significate (S-S) adherents led by Tolman. Inasmueh as 
we are concerned primarily with the specific nature of discrimina-
tion ftinction in this investigation, only the features of' the 
Hull and Tolman systems pertinent to this problem will be described. 
The Mathematico.:.deductive system devised by Hull in 1929 is 
of'times spoken of'' as the Reinf'ci.rcement Theory and \-1ould appear to 
originate from the older trial.,.and-error theory of Thomdike as well 
as the conditioned response views held by J. B. Watson. 
Rull 1 s major as~umption is that reinforcement is a conditio 
sine qua non; that is, i.earning occurs whenever a response is closely 
followed by reinforcement or diminution of need .. This learning is 
in the form .of' conditioning, successive reinforcements summating 
. .• . 11 
until habit-strength reaches a maximum perfqrmance level. Hull 1 s 
fourth postulate is the one with which we will be most concerned 
in this study .. He stat~s this as f'ollowss 
11 Whenever anef'f'ecto:r activity and a receptor activity 
occur.in close temporal contiguity, and this is closely associated 
with the diminution of aneed or with a stimulus which has been 
])0. L. Hull, Principles of' Behavior, .Appleton-Qentury Press, New 
York, 194), P• 178. 
3 
closely and consistentlyassociated ·with the diminution of a 
need, there will result an increment to a tendency for that 
. afferent impulse on later occasions. to evoke. that reaction. 
The increments from successive reinforcements summate in a 
manner which yields· a combined· habit strength which is a simple 
positive growth function of the number of' reinforcements~ The 
upper limit of' this curve of' learning is the. product of (1) a 
positive growth f'tinction of themagnitude of' need reduction 
which is involved in primary or which is associated with secondary 
reinforcement; (2) ··a negative :function of' the delay in reinforcement; 
and (3) a negative gro~,rth function of' the degree of' a synchronism 
.. _of' S and R when both are of' brief' duration, or (:?b), in case 
the. action of'. S is prolonged so as: to overlap the beginning of'. 
~,-a negative growth_f'unction of' the duration of' the continuous 
action of' S on the receptor when R begins. 11 _ 
Despite numerous investigations by Tolman and- his followers, 
very little akin to a .formal system has been established. As the 
11 leaderll of' the group we are calling sign-sigriif'icate theorists, 
Tolman disagrees with_Hull as to what the organism learns as well as 
the manner in which this learning occurs. He makes the following 
contrast of' his view to that of' the S-R group :"~j 
11 We believe that in the course of leS.:rning something 
like a field map of' the environment gets established in the 
rat 1 s brain. We agree with the other school that the rat in 
running a maze is exp'osed to s-timuli and is finally led as a 
result of' these stimuli to the responses which actually occur. 
We f'eel, however, that the intervening brain pro,cesses are more 
complicated; more patterned and. often, pragmatically speaking, 
more autonomous than do the. stimulus~response psycho:l.ogists .. · 
Although we admit that the rat i.s bombarded 'by stimuli, we, hold 
· that his nervous system is surprisingly selective as to which 
of' these stimuli it will let in at an"j given moment. 
Secondly, we assert that the central of'f'ice itself' is ;t'ar 
more like a map control room than it is like an old-fashioned 
telephone exchange~ The stimuli, which are allowed ·in, are not 
1/E,. c .. Tolman, 11Cogni tive Maps in Rats and Meri, 11 Psychological 
Review (1955), PP• 191-192 
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connected by ,just simple one-to-one switches to the outgoing 
responses. Rather, the incoming impulses are usually ~rked 
over and elaborated in the central control room into a . 
tentative, cognitive-like map of the envirenment. And it is 
this tentative map, indicating routes and paths and enviranmental 
relationships, which will fin~ determine what responses, i:f 
any, the animal will finally release." 
It would appear perfect~ clear that Tolman views learning not 
in the sense of a respomie to stimuli e.ut rather to its meanmg. We 
recall that Hull regards the diminution of need or drive reduction 
as essential to learning •. Tolman in emphasizing the difference 
between learning and performance feels that contiguity is sufficient 
for learning and tha~ reinforcement in the sense of reward o~ 
confirms learning. Tt seems obvious th~t Tolman. believes that 
subjects acquire "cognitions" if you will, even though non liquet, 
performaneewise. 
The Continuity-Discontinuity Issue 
Basic to the reinforcement theory is the assumption that 
.. 
discrimination learning is continuous, i.e., t~re are cmnulative 
effects of training from its beginning until marinrum habit strength 
.. y 
is achieved. As regards this position, Spen;ee states that 
discrimination learning is a 
n •• ~.cuml)lative process of building up the excitatory 
tendenqy or association between the positive stimulus cue and 
the response of approaching it, as compared with the excitatory 
tendenc.y of the negative stimulus cue, which receives only no-
reinforcement, to evoke the response of approaching it. ·This 
1/K. W. Spence; "The Nature of Discriminatiom Learning in Animals, 11 
Psychological Review (1936), 43:427-449. 
process continues until the difference between the excitatory 
strengths of the two stimulus cues is sufficiently great to 
overshadow always any difference in excitatory strength as 
may exist between other aspect~ of the situation which happen 
on a particular trial to be allied in their response-evoking 
action with one or the other of the cue stimuli.n 
This viewpoint has been referred to by Krechevs~ and' others 
as the ttoontinuity theorylt as contrasted with Lashley1 s notion that 
all learning or ltassociations are formed very quickly and that both 
the practice preceding and the errors following are irrelevant to 
the actual formation of the association .. It 
In stressing the discontinuous nature of discriminatiOn· learning, 
LashleyY' has formulated the following postulates: 
11 1~ When any complex of stimuli arouses nervous actilvity, 
•••• certain elements or components•become dominant for reaction 
while others become ineffective .. This constitutes a 1 set 1 to 
react to certain elements. 
·,.. .. 
2. In ahy trial of a training series, only those componen~s 
of the stimulating situation which are dominant •••• are·associate.d •. 
Other stimuli which excite the receptors are not assoc.iated because 
the ariimal is not set to react to them.tt 
. . 
Experimentum Orucis.-Both groups of theorists suppose that 
a: 11presolution period It can be distinguished in animal learning, L e., 
a period \'l'hen the animal succeeds only by chance--in about 50 per . 
· cent of the trials. The 'solution period would be that learning 
1/I. Krechevsky, '~I• A Note Concerning the Nature of Discrimination 
Learning in Animals,tt Psychological Review (19?7), 44:97-10?. . 
1JK. S. Lashley, ltNervous Mechanisms_ in Lea~ing, It Foundations 
of Ex)erimental Psychology, Clark University Press, New York, 
(1942 , 26:241-265 .. 
.~ . .,. .. .,_. 
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I 
occurring ~rom the 50 per cent to the 100 per cent level. They disagree, 
however, as to the nature o~ learning during these two periods. The 
.continuity group ~eels that the correct solution or association is 
being 11 stamped in 11 from t'he time the ~irst corr.ect response is made. 
According to Lashley, no relevant learning occurs during the pre-
solution period. 
11 . Reversal of Cues.--Spence has stressed the ~act that a crucial 
test o~ the validity o~ a non-continuity theory would be to reverse 
the values of the cue stimuli, that is 1 i~ •••• 11the positive stimulus 
is made negative and vice versa before the animal begins to show any 
learning whatever, it should not necessarily make for slower learning 
of the reversed problem, for according to this theory the animal 
selects and concentrates, in turn, on certain aspects o~ the experimental 
situation as offering possibilities of providing a solution and cioes 
not react to the real cue aspect until just at or just precedingthe 
time of solution." 
. . y 
McCulloch and Pratt in an experiment designed to test Lashley's 
notion found that rewarding the 11wrong response" during the pre= 
solution·period retarded later learning of the correct response 
in a string pulling problem. Rats given pre-solution training in 
1/0p. cit., PP• 427-449. 
YT. L. McCulla ch and J. C. Pratt, 11 A Study of the Pre-So 1 ut ion 
Peniod in Weight Discrimination by White Rats, 11 Journal of Comparative 
Psychologr (1954), 18s271-290 · 
7 
~·~··-·~ 
which the lighter tray was baited with food were more handicapped 
in learning to pl:lll in the heavier tray than were rats not subjected 
to such a reversal of correct cues. Different groups were subjected 
to different amoQ.nts of ''wrong trainingll in the pre-solution period 
with a result that was reflected in error scores during the solution 
period.. The number of errors dl:lring the solution stage of learning 
was roughly proportional to the number of errors made in the pre-
solution period. These investigators interpreted their results as 
demonstrative of a "cumulative effect of training which is roughly 
proportional to the number of errors made." y 
Consistent with Spence 1 s suggestion, Krechevsky trained three 
groups of rats to differentiate a pattern comprising ~ of small 
black sq1:1ares from a pattern comprising columns of similar black squ.ares. 
Rats in Group I received reinforcement only When responding with a 
jumping response to A. Group II received reinforcement of B for 
twenty trials then reinforcement of A until discrimination was learned. 
Group III received reinforcement of B for fort.r trials, followed b.Y 
reinforcement of A. Censistent with a continuity position_, Groups II 
and III should have been retarded as a result of ear~ reinforcement 
of the incorrect stimulus pattern, and according to the non-continuity 
position, learning should have been equal for all three groups. 
There were no greater trial-and-error scores made by Group II 
1/I. Krechevsky, "A Study of the Continuity of the Problem Solving 
Process, n Psychological Review (1938), 45:107-134. 
as compared with Group I (the control group) • · This would seem to 
be consistent with the non-continuity postion. However., Spence .feels 
that twenty trials is perhaps not adequate to cause the rat to commence 
responding to the experimental pattern aspects. He states that in 
experimental designs utilizing the jumping apparatus, a certain amount 
of training is essential to nmake the appropriate receptor-orienting 
acts •••• that lead to reception of the critical stimulus patterns.n 
The results of Group III did not fit in with the non-continuity position 
but rather tend to favor the continuity notion. The animals in this 
group which required or involved forty instead of twenty trials did 
make significantly more errors than the control group. Now, in this 
instance, Krechevsky levels an opinion converse to that of Spence : 
that is, forty trials would appear to be too much--they produce 
learning beyond the pre-solution period and as a consequence yield 
some oriented responses that transfer negatively when the habit is 
reversed. y 
Blum and Blum in introducing an interpretation of Krechevsky's 
results state: 
"Acuity decreases as distance from the fixation point·is 
increased, so here it is surely possible that the accuraqy of 
detail vision mig~t be sufficient~ reduced so that the differences 
of two patterns on the retina might not be much above threshhold 
value. To carry· our argument a step further, the great s.imilari ty 
of the retinal patterns causes the occurrence of much 
generalization from one card to the other. The more generalization 
there is between the discriminada, the closer together are the 
1/R. A. Bhun and J. S. Blum, "Factual Issues in the 'Continuity' 
controversy," Psychological Review (1949), 56 :33-50. 
9 
stimulus compeUI.!l.ds of 'Which they are a part on the afferent 
generalization continuum. Thus there may be less habit strength 
~o overcome by a certain number of trials of reversed pretraining 
on Krechevsky's problem than would be the case "With an easier 
task. 
Heretofore we have been contrasting Krechevsky•s experimental 
conditions in general terms with those of other experimenters. 
Now let us consider the differential treatment of his three 
groups. The groups with habit strength to the stimulus which 
is incorrect after the reversal will, we assume, express this 
increased response tendency 0y a greater strength of jump, a 
shorter latenqy, more repetitive errors or correction trials, 
ete., in the early part of the test training than a group without 
such habit strength. .A. harder jump would mean more punishment 
per trial than the controls received, While a shorter latenqy 
or more repetitive errors would cause the incorrect responses 
to come at shorter intervals. Both these factors, as we have 
pointed out, tend to produce a more rapid reduction in positive 
response tendenqy. This increased might, in a group with a small 
amount of differential habit strength such as Krechevskyts Group II, 
more than compensate for the slightly greater habit strength 
it has to overcome than the controls. Group III has an even 
more rapid rate than Group II, but it may be past the optimum 
range because its differential habit strength had, by the time 
of reversal, become too large.n 
The above interpretation may serve to point out some of the 
!I 
inherent difficulties in this type of experiment. Ehrenfreud in 
reviewing the continuit,y versus non-continuity issue postulated two 
criteria which must be met in order for a decision be be made: 
l. assurance that the rat is receiving differential stimulation 
at the moment of response, and 2. statistical evidence that the 
cue values are actually reversed during the pre-solution period. 
Now Krechevsky has emphasized the notion that animals do not 
learn anything about relevant stimuli while position habits are still 
1/D. Ehrenfreund, ".An Experimental Test of the Continuity Theory and 
niscriminationwith Pattern Vision,n Journal of Comparative Physiological 
Fsychology (1948), 41:408-422. 
:10 
l/ 
present. Spence- in an experiment designed to test this notion 
administered differential reinforcement during the pre-solution period 
to rats that had previously fixated a position habit. After establishing 
a position habit in both an experimental and control group without 
the presence of black or white stimuli, the experimental group was 
reinforced fifty percent of the time each, black and 19hite stimuli. 
The position habit was then eliminated and training commenced. Inasmuch 
as the results indicated a slower rate of learning for the experimental 
grou_p following reversal than that of the control group, it would 
seem reasonable to suppose that associations were being f<:>rmed with the 
to-be-discriminated or relevant stimuli even When the position habits 
or spatial hypotheses are present. Hence, this experiment would 
seem to support the continuity position. 
2/ 
Ehrenfreund- utilizing the Lashley jumping apparatus With upright 
and inverted triangles as relevant cues also obtained results similar 
to those reported o~ in. those experimental conditions meeting the 
two criteria mentioned previously. 
Irrelevant or Modified Cues.-In a paper primarily concerned 
v 
with the present controversy, Lashley reported an experiment in 
1/K. w. Spence, "An Experimental Test of the Continuity and Non-continuity 
Theories of Dis crimination I.ear.ning, tt Journal. of. Experimental Psychology 
(1945), 35:253-266. 
EjEhrenfreud, op. cit., pp. 408-422. 
3/K. s. Lashley, "An Examination of the 'Continuity Theory' as Applied 
to Discriminative Learning," [~urnal of General PsycholoEl (1942), 
26:241-265. 
whiCh the essential change in experimental technique was a modification 
of cues in lieu. of the above described reversal method. He states 
that: 
Uif the animals are given a set to react to one aspect 
of a stimulus situation, large amounts o:f training do not 
establish association with other aspects, so long as the 
original set remains effective for reaching the food.n 
In his experiment, Lashley trained :four rats t_o discriminate between 
two circles differing in size. Hence a set for res-ponding to size was 
established. After .a criterion of twenty successful .correct responses 
had been reached, the dimension shape was introduced. A large triangle 
was substituted for the larger circle. All the animals now chose 
the triangl~ in all the test t:f!ials. The triangle was made positive 
and the small circle negative and the animals ware "overtrained" 
on the dis crimination (two hundred trials) • This training was introduced 
primari~ to test the continui~ position which implies that "all 
stimuli which are exciting receptors during a reaction are associated 
with that reaction." Hence, if the rats were responding to shape 
while responding to size also, they should show the beneficial effects 
of prior training when given o~ pattern discriminations as opposed 
to a group of animals not having received this earlier training. 
Lashley eliminated the size dimension and tested the rate with a 
triangle and a circle of the same size. After twenty trials, no 
preference :for either figure was evident. Lashley feels that this and 
other similar experiments "flatly contradict the fUndamental proposition 
of the conditioned-reflex theory of discrimination learning." 
12 
y 
Blum and ;Blum have described an experiment sfmilar to that 
of Lasbley except that instead of substituting only a large triangle 
for the large circle, they substituted also a small iaverted triangle 
for the small circle. Their final test, then was an opposition of 
two inverted triangles of equal size. The original differentiation 
(large versus small circle) was established by :five rats in an average 
of ninety six trials with an awrage error score of fifteen. In 
ten critical trials (inverted small triangle versus large triangle) 
animals A, B, and C selected the large triangle every time. Rat D 
selected it seven times, and rat E five times. After retraining on D 
and E (original circles,) these also made a per:fect shift to. the 
large triangle. In two hundred farther trials, with the large erect 
triangle positive, the error score average was 0.6. In twent,y sub-
sequent critical trials (erect and inverted triangles of equal area, 
but intermediate in size between the original large and small :figures) 
A, B, 0, and.D chose the large erect triangle twenty times and E 
nineteen times. The investigators state -that It Our rats had evidently 
learned to discriminate the forms, despite a.set presumable to size.n 
Discrimination ~ter Simultaneous and Successive Training.--
According to Lashley, there should be no measurable generalization 
amoung stimuli when original training is restricted to a single stimulus, 
1/R. I. Blum and J. S. Blum, "Factual Issues in the •continuity• 
Controversy" Psychological Review (1949), 56:33-50. 
:13 
l/ 
Lasble,y and Wade- designed an experiment to test this contention. 
In this investigation only · one of the stimuli was reversed in value 
during later training, and for the other .stimulus. another pattern 
substituted. Under the condition of training on a single stimulus, it 
was found that later reversal of sign value actually facilitated rather 
than hindered learning. Similar results were reported in ten experiments 
reviewed by these authors. They claim that such results are highly favor-
able to the non-continuity theory for, it learning were a process of 
accumulating negative or positive excitatory tendencies, the early 
negative training should have been disadvantageous in later learning 
with the previously negative stimulus now positive. The improved 
performance, however, would not appear explainable within the structure 
of either theory. y 
Grice , critical of Lashley an.a Wade's study, repeated the experi-
ment with several modifications. He claimed that an experiment utiliz-
ing the jumping apparatus is very punishing· for the animal inasmuch as 
the rat constantly bumps its nose in making the jumps and this fact 
complicates the problem in ~uch a manner as to possibly obscure the 
continuity issue. Grice trained his rats without punishment. Group I 
comprised of ten rats made two hundred reinforced responses to a single 
1JK. S. Lashley and M. Wade, "The Pavlovian Theory of Generalization," 
P~chological Review (1946), 53:72-87 
2/G. R. Grice, "The Effect of Differe'ntial Training to Single Stimuli 
upon the Acquisition of a Six Discrimination Habit, II American Psychologists 
(1948), 3:242. 
14 
8-cm. white circle and Group II also comprised of ten animals made two 
hundred reinforced responses to a sirigle 5-cm. white circle. Later 
training consisted in establishing a preference for the larger of the 
circles by both groups. His results in contrast to those of Lashley 
and l'fade s.eemed to. support the continuity position as much as the animals 
in Group I learned more efficiently than the seco:md group. Grice gives 
the f'ollowing interpretation of his findings : 
. nrt is thllts apparent that whether or not reversal cues 
hinders, facilitates, or has no influence on learning depends 
upon the particular experimental conditions used. Among the 
important factors obscuring the issue are differences in massing 
or distribution of trials, punishing and rewarding features of 
the experimental design, use of correction or non-correction 
technique, and the obviousness (to the animal) of the stimuli 
placed before it.n 
Summary 
It ~auld appear from the above review of many of the most 
pertinent studies on this controversial issue, that the evidence tends 
to favor a continuity position and hence, indirect)Jr, Hull's reinforcement 
1/ 
theory. However, as Blum and Blum- have pointed out, many of the 
experimental designs though rendering valuable information concerning 
the issue have to be considered indecisive in view of an assortment of 
weaknesses. Many theorists .from both sides are beginnittg to take an 
eclectic view of the issue, i.e., consideration of the virtues in both 
:15 
the continuit,r and non-continuity positions. A striking example o£ y 
this :flexibilit,r of thinking is evidenced by Leeper, a :follower of' 
Tolman. An analysis of the research on this problem has led him to 
state: 
"(Learning) •••• depends considerably on central processes 
of set, perceptual organization, etc., as the non-continuity 
view has proposed. But it also seems true that these processes 
in turn depend on gradual, cumulative effects to a considerable 
degree, as the continuity view has maintained." 
Perhaps the most comprehensive ~JPraisal of the status o£ the 
problem has been described by Osgood-. He lists the various :facets 
of the Lashley position that have not withstood the rigor of experi-
mentation. Osgood states: 
"a. The notion that orily those cues selectively attended 
by the subject can become associated with differential reactions 
is not substantiated in most 'reversal of cues' data or in the 
'irrelevant cues' data, excepting Lashley's own rather casually 
reported findings. b. The .same conclusion applies to discrimination 
after training on a single stimulus. c~ Contrary t·o Lashley's 
contention, generalization has been shown to occur in training 
to respond to a single stimulus. -And d. t1le notion that 
generalization and discrimination require active comparison of 
stimuli by the subject-and hence that successive discrimination 
should be more difficult than simultaneous discrimination--has 
not -been upheld. rt 
I/R. Leeper, . "The Continuity, Non-continuicy Issue in learning--
An Appraisal and a Reformulation, 11 American Psychologist (194 7), 2 :316-317. 
2/C.. E. Osgood, Method and Theory in E~erimental Psychology, ~ord 
Universit,y .Press, New York, 1953; pp. 6=451. . 
1.6 
CH!PTER II 
TEE PROBLEM 
n •••• a general method in which all truths of reason would 
be reduced to a kind of calculation. At the same time this 
would be a. sort of universal language script, but definite~ 
different from those projected hitherto; for the symbols and 
even the words in it would direct the reason; and errors, except 
those of fact would be mere mistakes iR calculation." 
Liebnitz 
General Observations 
'· 
Lashley, in reporting a relational type theory of discrimination 
learning patterned along the lines of Gestalt psychology, presents 
the motion that the subject does not form isolated stimulus-Tesp0nse 
associations with specific stimulus elements but learns to react to 
a relation between stimuli. This type of learning eansists in perceiving 
relations in a manner that governs behavior. This view is very similar 
1/ 
to wh~t Krechevsky has called the formation of l;lhypotheses. tt Lashley 1 s-
position is most clear~ stated in the following postulates: 
"1• The 'dimensions' of a stimulus series are determined 
by comparison of two er more stimuli and don't exist fer the 
organism until established by differential training. 2. Diff-
erentiation of conditioned reflexes involves the re-direction 
of attention to new aspects of the stimuli and the formation 
of new associations with these •••• n 
This is tantamount to ·s~ing that there is an arousal of a set 
to react to certain elements of a given stimulus situation. 
l/K. S. Lashley, "An Examination of the Continuity Theory as Applied 
to. Discriminative Learning," Journal of General Psychology: (1942), 26:241..:26~. 
1.7 
The Lashle,y position is in direct opposition to the theory form-
-y y 
ulated by Hull and later refined by Spence, who adopt the view tM t 
all stimuli, those with both excitatory and inhibitory tendencies 
become associated with the response; and that these tendencies summate 
algebraica~ on the stimalus continuum to yield the effective reaction 
potential, i.e., learning is a continuous process. 
The problem of selective attention in discrimination learning 
is significant and vital t0 the non-continuity versus non-continuity 
issue; for according to the non-continuity view, it is implied that 
during the pre-solution period in discrimination learning~ there is 
no learning relevant to the discrimination problem, i.e., the subject 
begins to differentiate by selectively attending to the relevant cues 
only'. Hence, proponents of this position maintain that discrimination 
learning is not a continuous process. 
The questiem o:f why subjects, and particularly human subjects, 
evince differential learning efficienqy for one cue over against a 
second cue can be answered in terms of stimulus characteristics. The 
"attention getting valuen of a cue stimulus may be due to several 
characteristics, such as intensity, quality or the like. A second 
factor quite pertinent to selective association is that of prior 
RC· L. HUll, Princi;eles of Behavior, Appleton-century, New York, 
. 943, p. 383. 
2/K. W. Spence, "The Nature of Dis crimination learning in Animals, n 
Psychological Review (1936), 43:427-449. 
1_8 
experience with .a given stimulus or at least with a similar cue. Most 
of the more recent studies utilizing humans as subjects have relegated 
prior experience with a·stimulus to a major role in their experimental y 
designs. Osgood has pointed out that adequate experimental designs 
of the Lashley hypothesis of selective attention 
na. provide the subject experience with one set of cues, 
b. give discrimination training in which this and another set 
are equally relevant, and c. test for dominance of the two sets 
of cues in determining subsequent discriminatory responses.n 
Y21 A series of two experiments by Lawrence, would appear t0 meet 
the criteria listed above and inasmuCh as maqy of the more recent 
designs utilli"ing human subjects have employed various aspects of this 
experimental design in exploring the role of selective attention in 
discrimination learning, it is felt that a description of one of these 
experiments might be illuminating. Lawrence feels that tlae results 
of his two experiments utilizing rats as subjects threws some light on 
the role or significance of the mediation and association variables as 
they relate to the stimulus situation and the instrumental response. 
His major hypothesis was that 
yo. E. Osgood, Method and Theory in Egerimental Psychology-, Oxford 
University Press, New York, 19$3; PP• 0-451. 
2/D. H. Lawrence, "Acquired Distinctiveness of Cues: I. Transfer 
Between Discriminations on the Bias of Familiarity with the Stimulus, n 
Journal of E!perimental Psychology (1949), 39:770-784. 
3/D. H. Lawrence, "Acquired Distinctiveness of Cues: IT. Selective 
Association in a Constant Stimulus Situation6 tt Journal of Experimental 
Psychology (1950) 1 40:175-188. 
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"in learning instrumental responses in a previous discrimination 
situation, the relevant cues also become associated with mediating 
reactions which serve to make those cues more distinctive and hence 
facilitqte arry subsequent discriminations in which these cues may 
be involved." 
Using- two groups of twenty animals each., Lawrence trained one group 
on a successive discrimination to respond to a black-white stimulus (a 
two-compartment discrimination box) and to ignore the presence or absence 
of stiff wire chains installed at the compartment entrances. A second 
group of animals was similar]y trained on the co:raverse habit. Both 
groups were then trained on a simultaneous discrimination in which the 
choice-reaction could be made on the basis of either one or both cues, 
i.e., both cues were equally relevant. Three tests were then administered 
to all animals to determine the dominance of the two cue conditions • The 
tests of dominance employed were : 
1. Opposi tioil of cues • - If the animal had been responding tc black 
chains as positive and white-n0-?hains as negative, he was now given a 
choice of black-no-chains and white chains, i.e., the test situation 
involved a combination of the positive aspect of the preferred cue with 
the negative aspect of the non-preferred cue and conversely. 
2. Relearning on single cues.-- This test consisted in retraining 
half the animals of each group with only one of the two sets of cues pre-
sent. Upon completion of this training, the animals were retrained on 
the other cue. 
3 • Reversal of learning to single cues.- To render possible 
further observation of the relative daminance of the preferred and 
non-preferred cues, the animals were made to relearn the discrimination 
20 
on each cue separate~ but with the positive and negative aspects of 
these cues reversed. 
1/ 
Lawrence- feels that the results of the above e:xPeriment suppsrt his 
underlying hypothesis since the facilitative effect of the preferred cue 
was maintained throughout all three tests. He further interprets the 
findings in termS of a two-stage postulation of discrimination learning. 
He says, 
"'l'he first stage of such learning was postulated to be the 
establishment of a mediating process that fUnctionally altered 
the discriminability of the relevant cues thus making them more 
distinctive. The second stage censisted of the establishment of 
an association between the more distinctive stimulus pattern and 
the instrumental responses. The mediating process was assumed 
to be set up as the result of previous training on these cues and 
to transfer to situations. As a consequence, the learning of 
new instrumental responses would be facilitated." 
Most learning theorists agree that mediating processes are sign-
ificant and frequently vi tal to dis· crimination ·learning. That is, both 
adherents to the continuity as well as the non-continuity positions accept 
the fact that certain stimulus aspects are prepotent in'determining 
reactions. The point of disagreement would appear to be a steadfast 
refusal of many members of both grou.Pf. to accept a me~ational hypothesis 
YY 
similar to that suggested by Lawrence resultant from his two studies. 
lfOp. Cit~; pp. 175-188 
2/D. H. Lawrence, "Acquired Distinctiveness of Cues: I. Transfer Between 
Discriminations on the Bias of Familiarity ~'lith the Stimulus," Journal 
of Experimental Psychologr (1949), 39:770-784. 
•. 
3/D. H. Lawrence, "Acquired Distinctiveness of Cues: II. Selective 
Association in a Constant Stimulus Situation, II Journal of Eeeeriment~ 
Psychology (1950), 40:175-188. 
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On the one hand, continuity theorists insist that all aspects of the 
stimulus situation become equal~ associated with the instrumental 
behavior, except for relative difficulties. While on the other hand, 
supporters of the non-continuity viewpoint feel that one and on~ one 
of the stimulus aspects becomes associated with the instrumental behavior. 
1/ 
Lawrence- has offered a formulation mediating these two positions. He 
believes, that, 
«the degree to Which the various aspects become associated 
with the response is partially dete:zmd.ned by the previous exper-
ience of the subject with those aspects, but that this is a 
relative rather than an all-or~none affair.~ 
His formulation is not contrary to the continuit,y position for 
he makes the assumption that the changes in the mediating process are 
gradual and continuous. 
The present writer is of the opinion that findings similar to 
those obtained by Lawrence employing a similar paradigm can be obtained 
with human subjects. A major criticism of the Lawrence experiments, 
however, is his failure to make explicit the nature of the learning con-
sisting in a tendency on the part of the animals to decrease attention 
to the irrelevant stimuli, i.e., this learning not to attend to the 
2/ 
irrelevant stimuli. HalliD.er,- in an attempt to determine Whether the 
subject learns not to attend to the irrelevant stimuli in discrimination 
learning, although the results between an experimental and control group 
yap. cit., PP• 175-188 
YM· Hammer, ttThe Role of Irrelevant Stimuli in Human Discrimination 
learning, n Journal of Experimental Psychology (1955), 50:4?-50. 
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were not significant, suggests that where location is not a distinguish~ 
ing variable, responses are not associated with the irrelevant elements. 
STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM 
To observe the role of selective attention. in human learning when 
the characteristics of the stimulus-response situation are manipulated. 
~o obtain infor.mation on the nature of discrimination learning 
relative to the continuity versus non-continuity issue. 
Closely related to the problem of the nature of the discrimination 
. .!1 
process are the findings reported by Kurtz who made a comparison of the 
discriminability of pairs of stimuli following three levels of prior 
training or familiarization. Employing a transfer paradigm, he found 
that subjects successfully transferred a discrimination response only 
in those prior training conditions when the training stimuli were 
identical to the test stimuli and those consisting of test pairs that 
were not identical but differed by the ·same property. When a new stimulus 
was introduced that differed from the first in a different property, 
negatlive transfer occurred. Kurtz feels that these findings are in close 
agreement with those obtained by Lashley with rats although the paradigms 
differed in that the latter employed the same overt responses during 
original training. Kurtz has interpreted his findings in the light of 
the Miller and Dollarcflobserving Response formulation of discrimination 
l/K. H. Kurtz, '~Discrimination of Complex Stimuli: The Relationship of 
Training and Test Stimuli in Tr~~sfer of Discrimination," Journal of 
Experimental Pszchology (1955), 50$283-291. . 
_yN. E. Miller and J. Dollard, Social Learning and Imitation, Yale 
University Press, N~w Haven. 
learning. He defines this construct in terms of its functional pro-
perties rather than the topographical characteristics stating, that 
~hen (any response) made to one or the other of a given pair 
of stimulus complexes which are different, consistently results in 
distinctive stimulation from those two stimulus complexes." 
This is tantamount to saying that as a result of prior training the 
......... 
relevant cue increases :in distinctiveness over against the irrelevant cue .• 
1/ 
The following findings of Lawrence- would appear to be closely 
related to those of Kurtz: 
i 
ltl. The opposition test indicated that the animals tendeat;to 
choose on the basis of the cue they had been taught to respon4 to, 
the 'preferred' cue, rather than on the basis of the one they~~d 
been. taught to ignore, the 'non-preferred' cue." 
2. The relearning test indicated that relearning was faster 
on the preferred eue. 
). The reversal test indicated that the animals reversed the 
discrimination on the prefer~ed cue more rapid~ than they did on 
the non-preferred cue.n · 
The results of the two Lawrence studies 
tt •••• indicate that the learning of new instrumental responses 
is faster on a familiar cue than it is on a non-f'amiliar one; that 
the influence of this familiarity is not restricted to the initial 
stages of learning is .far advanced; that it has a selective influence 
on which of the aspects of the relevant stimulus will become 
associated with the instrumental behavior; and that these results 
are obtainable on a variety of perceptually simple stimulus dimensions. tt 
The Hypothesis 
y' 
Lashley, in advocating the non-continuous nature of discrimination 
2/K. S. Lashley, "An Examination of the 'continuity theory' as Applied 
to Discriminative Learning, n Journal of General Psychology. (1942), 
26:241-265. 
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learning states that 
n.o •• if the animals are given a set to react to one aspect 
of a stimulus s~uation, large amo~ts of training do not establish 
associations with other aspects. •••" 
Furthermore, if familiarization training is restricted to a single 
stimulus situation, generalization should be minimal. 
1/ 2/ 3/ 
Findings by Kurtz,- Lashley,- and Lawrence,- indicate that when 
subjects are test~d with stimuli either identical to that received in 
prior-training or differing by the same property, learning on these test 
stimuli is facilitated. On the other hand, if the test pairs are arranged 
to include both "familiar" and a novel stimulus, we would expect an 
increase in discrimination errors, if the non-continui~ position is 
feasible. 
New if the above hypothesis is correct, it would seem reasonable to 
suppose that, a group of subjects given an equal amount of training Olil. 
three classes of S-R items, each class varying in cue meaning as well as 
response property should show no decrement in discrimination learning 
as compared with a group having received training on a single stimllllu.s 
situation. Furthermore, the Lashley viewpoint would predict a .faster nte 
of learning by. subjects on "familiar" pairs when given a test consisting 
of an equal number of tlfamiliartt and novel stimulus pairs. 
lfOp. cit., pp. 283-291. 
S(op. cit., pp. 241-265. 
dfibib., PP• 175-188. 
2S 
The present study will attempt to make a comparison of obtained 
findings with those of the ~ence experiments. T.ae under~ing hypothesis 
te be tested is: As a result of prior training, a mediating process 
is established that functionally alters the discriminability of the 
relevant cues in such a manner that they become more distinctive and 
hence, facilitate the learning of a new response. This assumption can 
be tested if the experimental design is constructed so as to provide the 
sUbjects by prior training (a) experience with one set of cues, (b) give 
training in which this and a second set of cues are equally relevant, 
and (c) final~ test for the dominance of these cues in subsequent discrimi-
nation responses. 
Basic Assumptions.--
1. If subjects are tested with stimuli differing by the same property 
as that received in familiarization training, learning on these test stimuli 
will be facilitated. 
2. If familiarization training is restricted to a single stimuli 
situation there will result a difference in the discrimination errors of 
this group and one trained by the simultaneous method. 
3. The influence of familiarization training is not restricted to 
the initial stages of learning but tends to become more dominant in 
advanced and more complex tasks.-
4. The 'rate of learning a reversed association is significantly 
depeildent upon the strength of the original habit. 
While non-continuit,y theorists agree that selective attention is 
prepotent in determining the rate and/or efficiency of diserimination 
26 
learning, i.e., the relationship between stimuli and responses are 
dependent upon mediating and association processes, it is felt that 
the present design will demonstrate that the role ascribed to these 
processes is not identical nor comparable in human subjects. 
,r- ·•· 
CHAPTER Ill 
EXPERlMENTAL METHOD 
" •••• so much of what we call science is guesswork. We may 
weigh, measure, or carry out precise tests of various kinds, but 
all, or most, of the important conclusions are guesswork; or to 
be more exact, intuitive deductions against a background of more 
precise knowledge.n 
Maurice Burton 
Differential learning efficienqy for one cue as opposed to a 
second cue can be attributed to two major factors; The characteristics 
or attributes of the stimulus such as intensity, quality, etc., and 
prior experience with a stimulus. Investigations by Kurtz, Lashley and 
~ 
Lawrence indicate that when subjects are tested with stimuli eit£er 
identical to that received in prior-train:ing or differing by the same 
propert,y, learning on thses test stimuli is facilited. This is tantamount 
to saying that there is an arousal of a set to react to certain elements 
of a given stimalus situation. 
The prOblem of selective attention--the fact that certain stimulus 
characteristics are prepotent in determining choice reactions in dis-
crimination learning is significant to the continuity-discontinuity 
controversy. Stimulus-response theorists interpret discrimination 
learning as continuous, performance being a direct measure of habit 
strength. That is, an explanation of selective attention is to be made 
in terms of the establishment of a stronger association between the overt 
response and the familiar or "preferred" cue. On the other hand, the 
28 
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discontinuity view as held by Lashley suggests that attention must be 
dissociated from the association process, for during the presolution 
period ·in dis crimination learning there is no learning relevant to the 
discrimination. 
The purpose of the present investigation was to experimentally test 
the validit,r of the Lashley formulation of selective attention; and to 
obtain, if possible, information as to the nature of discrimination 
learning relative to the continuity-discontinuity issue. 
Training or familiarization procedures almost identical to those y 
employed by Kurtz were utilized in the present study e Two groups of 
subjects were each provided experience with one set of stimuli prior 
to the administration of test stimuli. A third group was provided 
experience w:tth an equal number of stimulus pairs identical to those 
provided the first two groups; that is, the stimulus pairs represented 
half the total items of each of the lists administered to groups one and 
two. A fourth group of subjects received no prior-training. The tasks 
used for test purposes were paired-associate discrimination le~ning 
problems, each pair consisting of a stimulus figure and a response word. 
These test pairs, While not identical to those used in the training 
condition, differed by the same property. ActuallY the experiment was 
designed so that the single stimuli groups (I and II) would subsequently 
receive discrimination tests en familiar and novel stimuli. Hence, the 
third or successive stimuli group having been provided experience on both 
17Kurtz, op• cit., pp. 283-91 
sets of cues would receive discrimination tests consisting of only 
familiar stimuli. 
Subjects.- A total of 64 female students were selected from various 
un4ergraduate schools in Boston Universit,y and randomly assigned to the 
experimental groups. All were naive as to the purpose of the investig-
ation. The subject population represents an age range of 18 to 23 years. 
Instructions to the Subjects.- liThe tasks which you will be required 
to perform has no relationship whatsoever to personality or intelligence. 
We are interested primarily in how accurate y0u are in recalling the 
figures shown in association with a particular word. You will be ·shown 
a series .of twelve (12) pairs of words and figures. The first time the 
list ~ shown, you are to try and learn as many of the pairs as possible. 
Do not try to l~arn the order in which the items appear. After the list 
has been presented once, it will be shown again; the same pairs but in 
different order. "When you see the stimuJ:as figure, reply with the werd 
figure paired with it in the first list. If you are not certain of the 
correct response, guess at it. The experiment will be continued until 
you get the entire list correct once (or the appropriate portion of the 
list)." The:subjeets were given no additional information. 
Stimulus Materials .--The stimulus. items consisted of one-inch 
circles and squares and were varied as to degree and location of shading 
within each figure. The response words, both meaningful and non-
sense, comprising each list are.identical to those analyzed for degree 
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of meaningf'u.lness by Noble. Hence, -each stimulus item consists of three 
dimensions: form, degree and location of shading. There were two degrees 
of meaningfulness manipulated as response items. 
Training Stimuli.-- Materials for the training condition consisted 
of ) tt x 5« index cards on each of which was a reproduction of a stimalus-
response pair similar te these used in the test cenditions ( See Figure I). 
' 
Paired-Associate lists.- Twelve pairs of stimulus-response items 
in each list were arranged on apaper tape for presentation in a memery 
apparatus. The tape for each list included ten different permutations 
of the twelve stimulus-response items. A given stimulus item was always 
paired with the same response item throughout all ten permutations of 
a given list. The response words were typed-written and all letters 
capitalized. The ten permutations in each ta'pe were random in that -no 
pair was immediate~ followed by any other pair more than once in the 
entire sequence. 
Apparatus.- The apparatus used in this study was a modified 
memory drum manufactured by the Stoelting_ Company. A larger reduction 
gear was affixed to the electric motor so as to cause the driving wheel 
to rotate once in three seconds. This apparatus is so designed that 
the subject could observe on]y ene stimulus pair through a small 
adjustable aperture. The subject was seated facing the aperture of the 
apparatus just opposite the experimenter, but separated by a black screen. 
lfC. E. Noble, ttThe Role of Stimulus Meaning (m) in Serial Verbal 
!earning," Journal of Experimental Psychology (1952). 43:437-446 
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· EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND DESIGN 
The total 64 subjects were divided into £our major groups (A, B, 
Cand D) o£ .16 each. Groups A; B and C were each provided £amiliaria. 
zation training as £allows: 
i. Group A circle £igures and meaningful words 
2. ··Group ·B square £igures and nonsense words 
'. 
3• Group C circle £igures and meaningful words; square £igures 
and nonsense words. 
4. Group D - no £amillarization training (Control group). 
This £amiliarization training consisted in presenting 12 cards as 
described in the section on materials to the subject one at a time. The 
stimulus-response pair on each card was presented £or approximately 
one second, an interval. o£ one second separating presentation o£ a 
second card. A£ter all cards were presented to the subject, he was required 
to give the correct response item when shown the stimulus associate. 
. . 
After each trial run through the entire 12 cards, any card on which 
the subject made no error was. removed; the remaining cards were re= 
shu££led and again presented in the same manner. The procedure was re-
peated until the subject completed two successive errorless runs 
through all 12 cards. 
Tests £or Dominance. 
Opposition o£ Cues test.--As a test £or transfer effects, the entire 
group of.subjects was required to learn a paired-associate list consist-
ing of 12 pairs o£ S-R items including 6 pairs of circle figure-meaning-
ful word items and 6 pairs of square figure-nonsense word items. Each 
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group was subdi-vided so that one hal:f the subjects, eight in each sub-
group, learned the paired-associate list to a 100% criterion of mastery, 
while the other half learned the list to a 50% criterion of mastery •. 
Reversal of Cues test.--The subjects of each group and subgroup 
were exposed to a second paired associate list in the same fashion as 
in the above test with the following exceptions: a) all subjects were 
required to learn the S-R items of this list to a 100% criterion of 
mastery, and b) the cue stimulus figare and the response word were now 
reversed; for example, if the subj.eet h.ad been responding to a circle 
figure-meaningful word relationship, he was now required to respond to 
the same figure with nonsense word items formerly a.Ssociated with square 
figo.res. 
Figure 2 shows the experimental treatment of subjects for both the 
familiarization and dominance test conditions • 
.. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS 
~Science is bound by the everlasting law of honor to face 
fearlessly every problem that can fairly .be presented to i t. 11 
Lord Kelvin 
The present investigation consisted essentially in providing 
the subjects with three types of familiarization training. The 
training was designed so that the subjects either received experience 
on only one class of s~R items, (a) circle=figures and meaningful 
words or (b) square-figures and nonsense words; Or were trained 
with two classes of S-R items, (c) a combination consisting of equal 
portions of the same items found in the lists a. and b. During the · 
familiarization training the subjects learned paired-associate items 
to the level of two consecutive errorless trials. These items were 
highly similar to those comprising the tests for dominance in that 
the same dimensions were varied. No record of the number of trials 
required to reach the 100% mastery level was kept inasmuch as the ob-
jective was merely to thoroughly familiarize the subject with a given 
C'la.ss or classes of' S-R items and thereby establish a. 11 set~' or 
"preference" to respond more accurately to those items in subsequent 
associations. 
Tests for Dominance.--The total subject population regardless 
of the assigned group received identical tests for dominance which 
were administered immediately following the familiarization training 
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condition. The opposition of' cues test consisted of' a paired-
associate list of' 12 pairs, six pair of' circle :figure-meaningful 
word items and six pair of' square :figure-nonsense word items~ 
The reversal of' cues ~est administered immediately :following 
completion of' the opposition pest consisted of' the identical 
items :found in the opposition test but with the cues reversed, 
i,e., circle :figures were now paired ~nth nonsense words, and 
square :figures paired with meaningf'ul words. 
Opposition 
of' Cues 
test 
TABLE I 
EXPEBmMENT.AL TREATMENT OF SUBJECTS 
A B 0 
Circle Square Simultaneous 
Meaningful Nonsense or 
Mixed 
100% 50% 100% 50% 100% 50% 
8 S1 s 8 S1 s 8 S1 s 8 S1 s 8 S's 8 S1 s 
D 
Control 
(No Training) 
100% 50% 
8 S1 s 8 S1 s 
Reversal 
of' Cues 
test 
All Subjects All Subjects All Subjects All Subjects 
Grouping.--The subjects were randomly assigned to the various 
groups and subgroups as represented in Table I (see also experi-
mental paradigm). Each group or subgroup, designated in accordance 
with the type of' :familiarization training received, including the 
control group, has been f'urther subdivided into a 100% and a 50% 
level of' mastery group • .A note of' explanation is necessa~ here. 
On both the opposition and reversal of cues tests, the 
100% mas-eery group learned the respective lists to a criterion 
o£ one errorless trial. The 5~ mastery group learned the opposi-
tion o£ cues list to the 50% level of mastery and the reversal of 
cues list to the 100% level. Hence, £or the most part, the data 
£or these two groups has been treated separately. 
Scoring Criterion.--Discrimination learning on both the fami-
liarization and dominance test conditions was measured by the recall 
methode For the subjects assigned to the 100% mastery group, it 
was required that the response word items learned in association 
with all 12 figures be recalled until a criterion of.one error-
less trial was reached. The second hal£ o£ the subject population 
was required to learn the figure-word lists to the 50% level o£ 
mastery or until a criterion o£ 6 correct responses was attained 
on a given trial in the opposition o£ cues test. It may be well 
to note that £or the 5o% mastery group, no further exposure o£ 
the remaining items o£ a list was given after the subject achieved 
6 correct responses on a trial. Cognizance is taken o£ the £act 
that there can be no statistical certainty as to the precise 
per cent level of mastery exhieved beyond the 6 responses. For this 
reason, no comparisons o£ the opposition of cues data for the 100% 
and the 50% groups were made. It was felt, however, that the 
relative habit strengths o£ the two groups should di££er to such 
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an extent as to render significant a comparison of their perf~wmance 
on the reversal of cues test. 
While data was obtained on the number of trials required to 
reach the designated level of mastery, the statistical treatment 
or comparison of these trials offers little to an interpretation 
of performance, pooled or individual~ At least this would seem 
to hold in an experimental design of this type utilizing the recall 
-, 
method of retention. The number of trials in most cases was rough-
ly proportional to one another throughout the four experimental 
groups for each test for dominance. Hence, the complete analysis 
of this investigation is based, essentially, on the number of 
errors. 
TABLE II 
FOUR PART ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE ERROR SCORES 
FOR ALL FOUR EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square 
Training 6,227-560 :> 2,075.853 
Dominance Tests 562 .. 500 1 562-500 
Interaction: 
Training X Tests 3,135·580 :> 1,045.193 
Within Groups 2,605.860 2§_ 46~453 
Total 12,531-500 63 
F 
44.6 
12.1 
22.0 
The results of an analysis of variance of the error scores 
made by the subjects in the lOO% level of mastery group represent 
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a division of the total sum of squares and degrees of freedom 
into four parts: (1) Differences between the four experimental 
treatments, or differential training groups; (2) Variation be-
tween opposition and reversal of cues tests; (3) Interaction 
between training and tests, and (4) the variation of subjects 
treated alike. This analysis is shown in Table II. It may be 
noted that the F values for the total training effects based 
upon 3 and 56 degrees of freedom, as well as the between domi~ 
nance tests variation based upon 1 and 3 degrees of freedom, are 
well beyond the 5 per cent level of confidence. Hence, it would 
seem reasonable to suppose at this stage of the analysis, that 
there exists adequate similarity of differences between the means 
of the four training groups to account for an absence of inter-
action. This is further indicated in thel ack of interaction 
between tests and training sums. 
TABLE III 
THE MEAN ERROR AND STANDARD DEVIATION SCORES 
FOR THE FOUR EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (100% Level) 
A B:~ c 
Circle Square Mixed 
D 
Control 
Meaningful Nonsense (No Training) 
Opposition 
of Cues 
Reversal of 
Cues 
Differences 
• 
M SD M SD M SD M SD 
19.0 7.28 29.1 5a74 27.8 4.70 43·5 2.64 
6.08 
-).6 -2.0 . *11. 7 
liiHeversal score greater than opposition score. 
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Opposition of' Cuest·est.~The mean number of' errors and 
standard deviation scores f'or each experimental condition and 
the mean differences are shown in Table III. It may be seen that 
Group A, i.e., the group receiving familiarization training on 
the circle figures and meaningf'ul words is clearly superior in 
perf'ormance to all other eA~erimental conditions on the opposition 
of' cues test, particularly the control group D. The mean number 
of' errors f'or all other groups is at least 10.0 points higher 
than that of' group A. The experimental groups B~and C also show 
lower mean error scores .than those of' the control group, the mini-
mum error difference being 14.4 points. The mean difference of' 
1.3 points between the experimental groups B and C, in favor of 
the latter is not regarded as significant at this point. 
Reversal of' Cues Test.-The superiGrZ"ity in perf'ormance of' 
group A over all other conditions is also apparent on this test, 
the minimum error difference showing a slight increase to 11.7. 
The mean number of' errors for group B, which is slightly higher 
than the mean of' group C on the opposition of cues test now shows 
an error score 12.4 points lower than group 0. As in the previous 
test, the ernor scores of' all experimental conditions are superior 
that is lower than those of the control group, D. 
A comparison of' the within group mean error scores shows 
that subjects in groups A and B learned to reverse the discrimi-
nation at a slightly faster rate than that attained on the opposition 
of' cues test. On the other hand, groups C and D show a slo\'rer 
reversal rate , 2articularly group C. 
Comparison of the Significance and Differences 
Between the Group Means 
In order to more clearly understand and explain the dif'ferntial 
effects af familiarization training on performance, the means of 
the four experimental groups have been combined and com~ared in 
the following ways: 
1. Groups A, B, and C vs. D 
2. Groups A vs. B 
_;.Groups A and B vs. 0 
TABLE IVi 
Familiarization training vs. no 
training. 
Circle figure-meaningful word 
pairs vs. square figure-nonsense 
word pairs. 
Single training vs. simultaneous 
or mixed. 
A COMPARISON OF THE FAMILIARIZATION .AND CONTROL GROUPS 
Opposition 
of' Cues 
Reversal 
of Cues 
(A,B, and 0) 
Familiarization T'raining 
(D) 
Control Dif'f'~rence 
18.2 
I. When subjects are tested with stimuli differing by the 
same property as that received in familiarization training, learn-
ing an these test stimuli is facilitated. 
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As evident in previous compa~isons, the experimental groups A, B, 
and C, those receiving prior familiarization training, show a 
striking superiority over the control group D. As may be noted 
in Table IV, the difference between the combined means of groups 
A, B1 C and D is 18.2. The t score for this comparison is 4.55 
for ~:, degrees of freedom~ Hence, the probability of obtaining 
a value as large as this is therefore less than .01 under the 
hypothesis of random sampling from a common population. 
When the training groups A, B, and 0 are compared with the 
control group D on the reversal ~est, performance similar to that 
obtained on the opposition of cues test is evident. The difference 
in the means of these two groups is 17.9. The t score for this 
difference is 2.52, ~ df, P less than .05. The combination of 
the means of these two groups on the reversal test reflects, 
however, a larger error score and a slightly smaller difference 
between the iriro groups. 
TABLE V 
A OOMP ARISON OF GROUPS TRAINED BY THE SINGLE STIMULI METHOD 
(A) (B) 
Circle.figure- Square figp.re-
Meaningful word Nonsense word 
pairs pairs Differnnce 
Opposition 
of cues test 19.0 29.1 10.1 
Reversal of 
Cues test 15.4 27.1 ll.7 
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II. The degree of facilitation is dependent upon the type of 
familiarization training received. 
a) If familiarization training is restricted to a single 
stimuli situation or class of S-R items, there will result a 
decrease in discrimination errors on subsequent tests. A second 
comparison was made of the significance and difference between 
the means of groups A and B (see Table V). It may be recalled 
that these twQ groups received prior familiarization training on 
only one class of S-R items. The essential difference bet~reen the 
training of these two groups i:B that group A was familiarized 
with circle-figures paired ~lith meaningful words while group B 
received prior training consisting of square~figures paired with 
nonsense words. The mean difference for this comparison is 10 .• 1 
and jields a t sc~re of 1.87 for 14 degrees of freedom, P is less 
than: .1. 
A comparison of the means of groups A and B on the reversal 
of cues test shows that both groups learned the reversed discrimi-
nation at a faster rate than on the opposition test w~en the pairs 
were merely opposed to one another. The difference between the 
two groups is increased somewhat though not signifiea:ntly. The 
difference between the lil.Eml:lS yields a t score of 1.. 74, 14 df, 
P is less than.l. 
The significance and difference of the above two groups (A,B) 
involved training by the single stimuli method and the comparison 
is directed primarily toward the content or kind of discrimination 
material. The subjects of group C, which is being called the simul-
taneous or mixed group, however, received prior familiarization 
training on both classes of S-R items, i.e., an equal distri-
bution of circle-figures paired with meaningful words and square-
figures paired.with nonsense words. Now when the mean of the single 
stimuli group ·as.::: compared with that of the simultaneous or. mi:zed 
group as represented in Table VI, a difference of ;;.8 ·in favor of 
the former group is evident. The t score for this difference is 
TABLE VI 
A COMPARISON OF TRAINING BY THE SINGLE STIMULI 
AND SIMULTMmOUS METHODS 
(A, B) <c) 
Single Stimuli Simultaneous 
Method Method Difference 
Opposition of' 
Cues test 24.0 27.8 ;;.8 
Reversal of 
Cues test 21.2 39·5 18.3 
The combined means of groups A and B as compared with that of 
group 0 provide the most striking contrast in results thus:f'ar 
evident in ~he analysis. It may be noted that while the difference 
between the means of these two groups is only ).8 on the opposition 
. test, it is 18.) on the reversal test, an increase of 14.5 in 
the mean number of errors. The comparative analysis of these 
two groups becomes even more complex inasmuch as the combined 
groups A and B show a faster rate of learni:ng on the reversal 
test while group 0 shows an increase of 11.7 in the mean number 
of errors. The difference between the means of these two groups 
on the reversal test would appear, however, significant--P is 
less than .02. These findings would imply that: III The influence 
of familiarization training is not restricted to the initial 
stages of learnigg but tends to f'ac£litate the formation of more 
complex or advanced habits • 
.AN ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE OF THE 50% LEVEL 
OF MASTERY GROUPS 
This group differs from the 100% level of mastery group in 
that the subject population in this case were required to learn 
the figure-word lists to only the 50% level of mastery or until 
a criterion of 6 correct responses were made on the opposition 
of cues test. The level of mastery on the reversal test, however, 
for this group was 100%. As mentioned earlier, cognizance is taken 
of the fact that there is no statistical certainty as to the pre-
cise level of mastery attained by this group on the opposition 
test inasmuch as no further responses were taken after the sixth 
correct response on a tr.Dal. For this reason, comparisons withfn 
groups between the two dominance tests as well as those between the 
opposition test results o~ this and the lOO% groups have not been 
made. 
T.ABLE VII 
THE MEAN ERROR AND STANDARD DEVIATION SCORES FOR 
. THE FOUR EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (50% LEVEL) 
M 
Opposition 12.5 
A 
M 
20 .. 2 
B C D 
M SD M 
15.1 7 ·55 25.1 
SD 
8.24 
Reversal 7.07 35·7 7.00 )9.8 7.61 
Results of the Opposition o~ Cues Test.--In Table VII are shown 
the mean error and standard deviation scores ~or each experimental 
group in the 50% level o~ mastery group. Similarly to the group just 
considered, the pro~iciency positions of the four major groups re-
mains unchanged insofar as the mean error scores are concerned. As 
may be seen in the Table, the group receiving prior ~amiliarization 
training, group A, also attains a 50% level o~ mastery in a minimum 
of ).0 mean error points faster than the nearest group--group C, or 
that group receiving ~amiliarization training of the mixedttype. 
All groups show a faster rate of learning than the control group D. 
When the mean error scores of the major groups are combined, a· 
~urther comparison o~ the ef~ects of training shows that groups 
receiving familiarization training (A,B, and C) are superior in 
per~ormance to the control group D• The t score for this di~~erence 
is 4.00 ~or !}J> df with a probability of less than .ol. 
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The difference between·the means o£ groups A and B, those re-
ceiving prior training by the single stimuli method is 7.7 and 
yields a t score o£ 1.35, 14 d£, P is less than .2. 
The £inal comparison of the difference between the combined 
means involves the method of training, i.e., single stimuli 
mehhod versus the simultaneous or mixed method. An extremely 
small difference exists between the means of groups A,B, and c. 
This difference is only 1.2 and is not regarded as significant 
beyond the level of chance. The t score £or this difference is 
.661 for 14 df, with a probability o£ .6. 
\ ' ,. ---
Results o£ the Reversal of Cues Test.--The mean-and standard 
deviation scores indicate a superiority o£ group A. over all-other 
groups. Howevere, the emerall variance between groups on this test 
is quite small. This holds also for the standard deviation scores 
at least £or groups B,C, and D. 
A combination of the mean error scores of several groups 
would also appear to indicate very little variance in most cases. 
The difference between the means of groups A.,B,C aud the control 
group D is 6.1 which yields a t score o£ 1.68, ~6 d£, probability 
less than .1. 
The combined groups A,and B show a superiority in performance 
over group 0 though the difference is only ).0. It may be recalled 
that the difference is also small (1.2) on the opposition test 
although group A and B is inferior to group C. _The t score for the 
.... ·- ~ 
difference between these groups on the reversal test then is 3.0, 
t score of • 769, ~2 df, probability less than •5• 
C6MPARISON OF PERFORMANCE OF THE TWO MASTERY GROUPS 
ON THE REVERSAL OF CUES TEST 
The present experimental design is of such nature as to 
render possible a comparison of the mean error scores of the four 
major groups consistent to their relative habit strength. This is 
due to the fact that o~e half of the subjects learned the dis-
crimination to perfect mastery on the opposition of cues test 
while the learning of th~ remaining subjects was ¥eld, numewically, 
at least 1 at the 50% level of mastery. 
140% Level 
50% Level 
Difference 
TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF THE MEAN ERIDR SCORES OF THE 
50% and lOo% LEVEL OF MASTERY GROUPS 
(REVERSAL OF CUES TEST) 
A B c D 
15.4 27.1 39·5 45.2 
29·3 36.1 35·7 39.8 
-13 .. 9 -9.0 * 3·8 * 5·4 
* 
50% mastery group demonstrated faster learning. 
G1roup Mean 
31.8 
35·2 
3·4 
IV. When the relative habit strength ol two tasks is varied, 
it will be easier to reverse the stronger habit~ 
a). Such facilitation, however, appears evident only 
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~HEn the condition of familiarization training is restricted 
to a single stimuli situation. 
When the subjects of both mastery levels received prior 
familiarization training they demonstrated a superior performance 
to that of the control group. On both mastery levels familiari-
zation by the single method proved more beneficial for those 
subjects trained on circle figure-meaningful word pairs as op-
posed to those trained on the square figure-nonsense word pairs. 
However, the 100% level of mastery subjects in groups A and B 
show a significant superiority over subjects in the same groups 
on the 50% level. 
Perhaps the most striking results are those obtained by a 
comparison of the mixed and control groups. It may be seen in 
Table VII that both groups 0 and D show a faster reversal rate by 
those subjects learning the discrimination on the opposition test 
to the 50% level of master~. 
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0HAPTER V 
Discussion 
"No one can understand nature fully nor miss it wholly; 
but as each contributes his part there arises a structure that 
has a certain grandeur~" 
~istotle 
The prepotency of certain stimulus characteristics to determine 
choice reactions in discrimination learning m~ well represent one of 
the most critical aspects of Lashle,r•s theory--that of selective 
attention. It may be recalled that he, greatly influenced by the 
Gestalt psychologists, takes the notion that learning is not a form of 
isolated response associations with specific stimulus elements, but 
rather a reaction be~en stimuli. It is apparent that Lashley favors 
a conceptual learning theory that would involve the dynamic perceptual 
organization of behavior in lieu of what many· of his followers might 
call the "unitary" theory of the S-R psychologists represented by such 
c 
stalwarts as Hull and Spence. 
Lashley is very emphatic in .pointing out that discrimination 
learning cannot occur except by c.omparis on of two or more stinru.li and 
is non-existent until established by differential training. He further 
feels that discrimination involves the manipulation or direction of 
attention to various aspects of other stimuli. This is tantamount to 
saying there is an arousal of a set to react to certain elements of a 
·given stimulus situation. In other words, if a subject is trained to 
respond to a given cue, new associations will be more readily formed 
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when this cue is involved than m stimulus situations comprised of all 
novel stimuli. 
The problem of selective attention is significant and vital to 
the continuity-discontinuity issue. It m~ be recalled that Hull's 
theory as refined by Spence takes the notion that all stimuli~ those 'W1. th 
both excitatory and inhibitory tendencies become associated nth the 
response~ these tendencies summating algebraical~ on the stimulus 
continuum to yield the effective reaction potential. On the other hand, 
the discontinuity theorists dissociate learning from performance and 
imply that during the presolution period in discrimination, there is no 
learning relevant to the discrimination. The activity during this per-
iod is comprised solely of the formation of irrelevant lfhypotheses"; 
and it is only after these incorrect solutions are eliminated that the 
subject commences to ~earn the discrimination problem. The discrimin-
ation occurs by selectively attending to the relevant cues only. 
It would appear that the assumption underlying the stimulus-
response interpretation of selective attention is that there is est-
ablished a stronger association between the overt response or performance 
and the preferred cue. Lawrence has pointed out, however, that suCh 
an assumption is justified only w:i. thin the confines of a unitary con-
caption of the relation between the stimulus and the instrumental res-
ponse. This relationship then, would be entirely dependent upon the 
strength of the association established. Lawrence, while not rejecting 
the S~ interpretation in its entirety, suggests the necessit,r for pos-
tulating a two-stage process consisting of a mediational variable that 
enhances the distinctiveness of the relevant cue, and an association 
variable to account for the strengthening of the association between 
the instrumental response and the. enhanced cuee 
Actually then, three views are .offered to us as possible inter-
pretations of the phenomena of selective attention as it affects the 
·.continuity-discontinuity issue. First we have the Lashley formulation 
which requires 'that the mediational process (attention, in Lashley's 
terms) be dissociated from the association process. Secondly, the strict 
stimulus-response theorists present an interpretation of the stimulus-
response relationshhp as a continuous unit, performance being a 
direct measure of the strength of associatione Finally, Lawrence 
postulates a third formulation which he feels, while analogous to 
Lashley's concept, is an extension of S-R concepts. This two-stage 
formulation as described above was felt necessary to account for the 
faster reversal rate of strong habits over ·against weaker ones. 
Lawrence has described this formulation as an Uhypothesis of acquired 
distinctiveness of cues• and compares it with the discontinuity view 
as follows!: 
11 The hypothesis of the acquired distinctiveness of cues and 
~he non-continuity theories of learning differ as to the character-
istics they ascribe to the mediating process. The latter tend to 
emphasize the all-or-none characteristic of shifts in attention 
during the presolution period of learning. The present formulation 
assumes that the changes in the mediating process .are of a gradual 
and continuous nature. Both agree, however, that the end result 
of such modifications may be a qualitative change in the 1 percep-
tual• characteristics of the situation. Because of this difference 
in emphasis, the two formulations tend to disagree also as to the 
extent that ·attention limits the association between various stimulus 
aspects and the instrumental behavior~ The non-continuity theories 
tend to emphasize that only the aspect attended to becomes 
associated with the stimulus. The present formulation assumes that 
the relevant aspect of the stimulus becomes relatively more distinctive 
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than the other aspects; there is a reordering of the 1 association 
values' of the various aspects but none is necessarily e~cluded 
from the association."!/ 
The purpose of thepresent investigation was to experimentally test 
the validity of the Lashley formulation of selective attention in dis-
crimination learning; and to obtain, if possible, information as to the 
nature of discrimination learning relative to the continuity-discontin~ 
uity issue. It was fel'jj that an experimental design very similar to 
that constructed qy Lawrence for use with animal subjects could be mod-
ified in such a way as to render possible the observation of the phenomena 
of selective attention in human subjectso · It was suggested that While 
the relationship between stimuli and response may be dependent upon two 
variables, a mediating and association process, the present design would 
demonstrate that the role .. ascribed to these processes is not identical 
nor comparable in humans • 
It should be remembered ·that this writer was not inclined to accept 
nor reject any of the views or interpretations of selective attention 
presented above. Instead, the primary aim of this study was to design 
and conduct an experiment, utilizing human subjects, methodologic~ 
similar enough to other studies as to render possible a logical com-
parison of the obtained results. 
InasmuCh as the present investigation is essentially a modific-
ation of the Lawrence experiment, but utilizing humans as subjects, it 
I/D. H. Lawrence, "Acquired distinctiveness of cues: II. Selective 
association in a constant stimulus situation. Journal of Experimental 
Psychology, (1950), 40, 175-187. 
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would seem feasible to make a comparison of results in regard to the 
degree of consistencya There do exist, however, certain similar and 
differentiating features between the two designs which may be well 
worth noting. Both experimental designs are constructed so as to (a) 
provide the. subjects by prior training, experience with one set of cues, 
(b) give training in which this and a second set of cues are equally re-
levant, and (c) finally test for the dominance of these cues in sub-
sequent discrimination responses. The underlying assumption is that as 
a result of prior training, a ttmediating process" is established that 
functionally alters the discriminability of the relevant cues in such 
a manner that they become more distinctive and hence, facilitate learn-
ing of a new response. 
The present stuqy divided the total subject population of 64 
subjects into four main groups in accordance with the type of familiar-
ization training received: (A and B), single stimuli groups in which 
the subjects received experience on only one class of stimuli items, 
Group A being trained on circle figures paired with meaningful words and 
group B, trained on square figures paired with nonsense words ; . (C), 
simultaneous or mixed group that was provided experience with both 
classes of stimulus-response items; and (D) a control group that received 
no prior training or experience. lll subjects were trained on the 
specified stimulus-Tesponse items to the same criterion of mastery. 
After familiarization training, the subjects were administered an 
OpPosition of cues test consisting of an equal portion of S-R pairs 
similar but not identical to the two classes of items used in familiar-
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ization training. In other words, the single stimuli groups learned 
a list of items, half of which were familiar and half novel; Group C~ 
the simultaneous group, on the other hand, was confronted with the 
task of learning all familiar items; and the control group, of course~ 
learned all novel items, inasmuch as the subjects in this group received 
no prior training. Half of the total subject population learned the 
list to a criterion of one .errorless trial by the recall method and are 
designed as the lOO% mastery group. The remaining subjects learned the 
list to a criterion of 6 correct responses on a given trial (half the 
list) andre referred.to as the 50% mastery group. 
To further test the transfer effects of familiarization training, 
a reversal of cues test was administered all subjects. This test,, prG-
portional in length to that used for the opposition of cues test was 
also identical as regards the stimulus and response items. The essential 
difference was that the cues were reversed. That is, Where circle 
figures were formerly paired with meaningful words in the opposition 
test, these figures were now paired with nonsense wo:rds and the square 
figures former~ paired with nonsense words were now associated with 
meaningful words. The recall method was also employed in this test as 
a measure of performance; but all su~jects learned the list to a criterion 
of one errorless trial or to the 100% level of mastery. 
In the Lawrence experiments, all the subjects (animals) were provtded 
with both successive and simultaneous training. After administering the 
described dominance tests, a relearning test was given. In the present 
study, only the dominance tests were given. 
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The design of the present study was constructed so as to render 
possible a more thorough view of the nature of the "mediational process.« 
A rough attempt has been made to envision a "mediational gradient." That 
is, subjects of group A, Whose training consisted of circle figures 
paired with meaningful words should benefit from a strong "mediational 
process" while the subjects of group B, trained on square figures paired 
with nonsense words were required to learn under circumstances of a com-
parative~ "weak mediational process." 
Lashley, consistent with his notions regarding the discontinuity 
of discromination learning feels that there should be no measurable 
generalization among stimuli when original training is restricted to a 
single stinnUus situation, i.e., ~raining on a single stimulus should 
be more difficult for subsequent discrimination learning than simultaneous 
training. As a res11lt of this training on a single stimulus, there is 
established a set to react to this aspect of a subsequent stimulus sit-
uation comprised of the "familiar" stimulU.s and novel one. 
In the Lawrence experiments all animals were first trained on the 
successive discrimination to respond to one stimulus and ignore another. 
The entire group was then trained on a simultaneous discrimination in 
which both cues were relevant; i.e., learning of the discrimination could 
be achieved on the basis of either cue or both. (The "preferred cue" 
was indicated by this choice). It may_be .recalled that this procedure 
differs somewhat from the one employed in the present study in that the 
subjects of the latter study recei~d fifferential training in whiah 
all stimuli was relevant. At any rate, Lawrence~s findings indicate tllat 
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discrimination learning is facilitated as a result of prior training 
and is faster on a familiar cue than it is on a non-familiar cue. This 
facilitation of learning was not restricted to the ·intial stages of 
learning but was evident throughout all tests administered. 
l. When subjects are. tested with stimuli differing by the same 
property as that received in familiarization training, learning on these 
test stimuli is facilitated. 
The results of the present study also didicate a facilitatiVe effect 
on discrimination learning as a result of familiarization training. 
The mean number of errors for the four experimental groups demonstrated, 
on the opposition of cues test, ~ very clear superiority of all training 
groups over against the control group. 
Of significance here., however, is the differential per:Uormance of 
the three training groups. Group A, a single S-R group, trained on 
circle figures paired with meaningful words is reliably superior to the 
second single stimulus group trained on square figures paired with non-
sense words, group B. Even more interesting is the slight inferiority 
in the learning rate of grQup B to .the simultaneous or mixed group c, 
.. 
trained on both classes of stimulus-response items. On the surface 
one is prone to view these results as functionally related to the un-
equal difficulty of the items in the training lists of the three groups. 
That is, it is not a "mediational process" that is altering discrimina-
bility but rather the unequal difficulty o:f nonsense words as compared 
with those of high meaningful content. Therefore, group c, neceiving 
training on half' the meaningful items should perform with fewer errors 
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than group B, method of training not withstanding. 
A further an~sis of the results, particularly those of the 
reversal test would tend to render such a view untena.ble. The mean error 
score of group B is significantly smaller than that qf group C although 
larger than that for group A. Worth considering here is the possibility 
that in this type of learning situation, utilizing hUm.an subjects, the 
opposition of eues test may not be a crucial measure of the strength 
of association. Despite the .fact that subjects ef all groups considered 
thus far learned the discrimination to the 100% level of masteey, it 
is the opinion of this -writer that there exists no justification for 
concluding that the relative habit strengths are equal solely in the 
basis of results on the opposition of cues test. 
Such conclusions are not at all contrar,y to those stated by Lawrence. 
It might be recalled that he assumed that changes in the mediating 
process are of a gradual and continuous nature. On the basis of ob-
tained results in the present investigation; it would seem essential 
to add the following: 
n The degree of facilitation is dependent upon the type of 
familiarization training received. 
(a)· If familiarization training is restricted to a single S-R 
class of items, there will result a decrease in discrimination errors 
in subsequent tests • 
Basic to stimulus-response interpretations is the assumption that 
discrimination learning is continuous, i.e., there are cumulative effects 
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of training from its begining until the maximum habit strength is 
achieved. In Spence•s words, discrilnination learning involves " 10 .. a 
cumulation process of building up the excitatory tenden~.n Now it is 
apparent that the excitatory potential of meaningful words is greater 
than the nonsense words at the outset of training, and so the subsequent 
superiority resultant from further training would be anticipated. It 
is agreed that even though the stimulus-respo:Ds.e association may be 
regarded as a unit, there does exist, in the initial stages of learnirrg, 
some learning of the stimulus as well as the response separate]y. The 
discrimination process envisioned by the S-R theorists requires o~ 
that such learning be continued until the difference in excitatory 
strengths of the S~ pairs is sufficiently great as to make them dis-
criminable from the difference in excitatory strength of other pairs. 
It need not be necessary either to dissociate learning from performance 
or postulate a separate "mediationallt process to account for this build-
up in association. Differences of this nature may be explained in terms 
of dimensional attributes of the stimulus or response such as intensity, 
quality or the like. In serial lists consisting of mixed items such 
as the one administered to the mixed group in the present stuqy, 
intralist generalization and/or perseveration would appear adequate to 
account for the reduced effects of training on subsequent test per-
formance (Reversal test). In other words, while the effects of 
familiarization training point to an increased facilitation of discrim-
ination learning for both single stimulus and mixed groups on the 
opposition of cues test, a more difficult test requiring the subject 
6:1 
to inhibit an old response, such as the reversal test, reveals impeding 
effects of training b,y the mixed method. 
Lawrence feels that his "~ension" of the stimulus-response 
conception of discrimination learning is essential to account for his 
findings indicating that it is easier to reverse a strong habit than 
it is to reverse a weak one. Be further states that ''the fact that 
the present formulation is an extension of concepts to be found in S-R 
theories of learning indicates that the phenomena of attention are 
not crucial distinction between the continuit,y and noncontinuity theories." 
This may well be but it has been regarded so by many including the 
discontinuity theorists. It would appear to this writer to be the 
only logical means by which the notion of a dissociation of learning 
and performance can be explained or justified. 
It is £elt that the findings of the present study do not con-
firm the necessity for an· extension o.f stimulus-response theories such 
as that proposed by Lawrence~ Indeed, this so-called ext~nsion would 
appear to be more a modification of sign-significate interpretations 
o£ discrimination learning. 
In a comparison of the reversal results of the 100% and 50% 
mastery groups in the present study, contrary results were obtained. 
The 50% mastery group receiving simultaneous training and the control 
group reversed what is believed to be a weak habit at a faster rate 
than the comparable 100% groups • 
These results are not consistent with the Lashle,y nor Lawrence 
ferm:alation8 but would seem to be in accord with strict stimulus-response 
conceptions. It may be recalled that Hull's postulate regarding momentary 
effective potential (reaction, sEr) considers and provides for the 
effect of competing responses. In essence., as applied to the above 
results, it would seem that the two classes of items on the familiari-
zation and test lists (simultaneous group, in particular) are not 
compatible with one another. Hence, the rate of learning would be re-
duced as a result of familiarization training. This is borne out 
further inasmuch as the weak habit was reversed more quickly for the 
50% group. 
6 '-rj t..J 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of the present investigation was to experimental~ 
test the validity of the Lashley formulation particular~ as it is 
refined by Lawrence; and to obtain information as to the nature of 
discrimination learning. It was suggested that while the relationship 
between stimuli and responses may be dependent upon two variables, a med-
iating and association process, the present design would demonstrate 
that the role ascribed to the processes is not identical nor comparable 
in humans. 
The present study divided the total subject population of 64 
subjects into four main groups in accordance with the type of familiar-
ization training received: (A and B), single stimuli groups in Which 
subjects received experience on on~ one class of S-R items, group A 
being trained on circle figures paired with meaningful words and group 
B trained on square figures paired with nonsense words; (Group C), a 
simultaneous or m:ixed group that was provided experience with both 
classes of S-R items; and Group D, a control group that received no prior 
training. After familiarization training all subjects were administered 
tests for dominance to determine the transfer effect of the ttpreferred" 
or llfamiliar" S-R items. 
The experimental design was constructed so as to provide the subjects 
by prior training, (a) experience with one set of cues, (b) give training 
in which this and a second set of cues are equa~ relevant, ~d (e) 
finally test :for the· dominance 'or these ·cues in subsequent dis crimin-
ation responses. The -anderlying assumption being that as a result o:f 
prior training, a "mediating process" is established that fUnctionally 
alters the discriminability' o:f the relevant cues in such a manner that 
they become more distinctive and hence, facilitate learning of a new 
response. 
Conclusions. 
l. ·When subjects are tested with stimUli di:f.fering by the same 
property as that received in .familiarization training, learning on these 
test stimuli is :facilitated. 
2. The degree o.f facilitation is dependent upon the t.ype of 
.familiarization training received. 
(a) If familiarization training is restricted to a single S~ 
situation class of s-R items, there will result a decrease in discrimin-
ation errors in subsequent tests • 
3. The influence of .f'amiliarization training is not restricted to 
the ini~ial stages o.f learning but tends to .facilitate the learning of 
more advanced or complex tasks. 
4. When the relative habit strength o.f. two tasks is varied, it 
will be easier to reverse the stronger habit than the weaker onee 
(a) However, such facilitation appears evident only when the 
.familiarization training is restricted to the single stimuli type situation. 
The .findings o.f the present study, in the opinion of the author, 
do not confirm the necessity .for an extension of Stimulus-Response inter-
pretations o.f discrimination learning·such as that proposed qy Lawrence. 
It is felt that the obtained results, in their entiret.Y, may be adequately 
explained or interpreted within the confines of a unitary conception of 
habit formation as described by Hull and Spence. 
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